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Quote 

•  “The disruption is going to happen whether Canada 
wants it or not. When you have this convergence of on-
demand, autonomous and electric transport as a service 
the cost per mile of transportation is going down by 10 
times, from about $1 to 10 cents. Every time we’ve had a 
10x decrease in cost, we’ve had a disruption and very 
quick.” 

•  “…it’s going to free us from the cost of owning a car …. 
The average American family is going to get $6,000 
back. That’s a trillion dollar boost to the economy.” 

Tony Seba Interview, Electric Autonomy Canada, May 
2019  
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• Where mobility is going 



From Trends to Future Mobility Core Needs 

n Globalisation  
n Urbanisation  

n Land Use  
n Ageing  

n Workforce Participation 

n Smaller Households 
n Affluence 

n Consumer Culture 
n Motorisation  

n Congestion 

n Environmental Awareness  
n Infrastructure Spend 

n ICT Availability 
n Governance 

n  Complex Trips 
n  Consumer 

n  Congestion 
n  Enabling Technology 

n  Government Policy 

n  Personalised Options 
n  Informed Decisions 
n  Simple 
n  Mode Neutral 
n  Inform & Communicate 
n  Personal Connectivity  
n  Physical & Virtual Integration  
n  Coordinated Transfer 
n  “Zero-Wait State” 
n  Trusted Services 
n  Perceived Value 
n  Transparent Value 

Proposition  
n  Payment Mechanism 
n  Attractive Mobility Package 

n  User Focused 

n  Seamless 

n  Value  



The Key Elements of Future Mobility 

§  Key characteristics of future mobility: 
§  It is a seamless, personalised one account system 
§  Market/user driven fuelled by smart technology 
§  Mode neutral – integration will be transparent to the user, 

done in the back office 
§  Many new players and disrupters 
§  The revolution is being driven by disrupting companies for 

non-transport reasons 
§  The traditional car purchasing model is breaking down 
§  New Business and Pricing Models driven by change to EV/

Hydrogen fleets – taxation changing 
§  Hence emergence of Mobility as a Service (MaaS)  

 

 



The Ambulance Analogy 

User wants ONE  
ambulance 
– quickly  
– only when they need 
one 
 = Mobility as a Service   

Health provider wants 
controlled and effective 
supply to meet overall 
demand 
 = Strategic/Operational 
Planning  



The Impact of Generation Z (under 24) 

•  70% don’t have a driving license 
•  Ranked VR and smart homes higher than AVs 
•  60% said would be using AVs by 2029 
•  45.5% said happy to share an AV 
•  Culture – no ownership of cars, shared mobility, pay 

as you go, micro-mobility 
•  When their consumer spending potential matches 

the values and aims of MaaS/CAV dramatic changes 
Source: Marcus Gamo, Alison and Partners, UK 2019 
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The Potential of Future Mobility 

•  Ability to support sustainable development, 
health services, for those with access issues, 
improved mobility and quality of life for the 
young and elderly, support for rural 
communities and low-income communities 

•  But mobility could go another way – urban 
sprawl, reduced mobility for some, more 
congestion 



• The Development of 
Mobility as a Service 
(MaaS) 



 
•  Ride hailing (currently 33% of global taxi market) will be 5x 

bigger by 2030 at $285 bn. 
•  Companies restructuring – Elisa in Finland appointed their 

Head of Customer Services to lead “factory “ operations and 
the network and technology teams. 

•  Partnerships forming – Uber/Masabi, Tesla/Panasonic, MaaS 
Global/Transdev/Toyota/BP, etc 

•  Uber/Lyft partnering transit companies – 
https://nytransit.org ; Innisfil, Ontario; Uber adds transit to 
app  

•  New shared mobility services challenging traditional bus 
transit – peer2peer, real time mini-buses, etc 

MaaS development moving quickly 



 
•  Finnish Ministry of Transport and Communications, MaaS Global Helsinki 
•  BP invests 10m Euro in MaaS Global Whim app 
•  West Midlands UK – MaaS Global and £22m Future Mobility Zone inc mobility 

credits (scrap your car for MaaS services) 
•  Shell and Viavan launch EV ride-sharing Amsterdam 
•  Ubigo Gothenburg and Stockholm 
•  MaaS Regional Pilots - Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management, 

Netherlands 
•  MaaS solution for Zuidas District, Amsterdam 
•  Madrid Transit Agency launches MaaS platform 
•  Upstream, Vienna and Fluidtime 
•  02 plans 5G rollout for CAVs in London Smart Mobility Hub 
•  Barcelona (RAAC, Carnet, Fujitsu) and Japan 
•  Siemens – Dubai, Switzerland and Germany 
•   GoMonrovia – California; 38,000 people. Lyft subsiding rides 
•   Rancho Cordova - $5 discount on transit ride paid by Lyft 
•  MaaS Scotland – 71 Member network and MaaS Investment Fund 

Examples of Key Initiatives 



Open Data Systems 

•  Must develop open data/API systems and overcome 
difficulties 

•  Work of Travel Spirit in Manchester 
•  Europcar Mobility Group – open mobility system; cf 

open banking 
•  Singapore – SGInnovate 
•  Antwerp – Open ecosystem 
•  Amsterdam – Tranzer open MaaS platform 
•  Los Angeles – Mobility Data Specification for micro-

mobility 
•  Helsinki – Transport Code and open access  



OEMs gear up for MaaS 
•  Accenture research shows revenue from MaaS at 1.2tn Euro and profits of 

220 Bn Euro 
•  By 2030 revenues from manufacturing and selling vehicles only marginally 

higher than today, with profits falling from 126 Bn to 122 Bn Euro 
•  By 2030 25% of automative revenues will come from shared mobility and 

connectivity solutions 
•  VW says MaaS built on - self-driving system, connected vehicles, fleet 

operations and intelligence centre, mobility platform for services and 
content and advertising. New Golf 5G 

•  Audi partnering Traffic Technology Services to launch traffic light 
information system 

•  OEMs see end-to-end mobility focused on the customer as the value area 
based on a platform interface 

•  Ford developing City Data Solutions at Ford Smart Mobility. Acquired 
Autonomic, a transportation mobility cloud provider 

•  Daimler and BMW jointly creating a service hub in Berlin to create seamless 
and intelligent connected mobility services within an eco-system approach  



There has been strong interest in Scotland in a 
national level policy framework for Mobility as 
a Service with government and industry 
support for MaaS Scotland. Effectively 
Scotland has some of the most advanced test 
beds for MaaS in the world….  
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International relationships 

•  MaaS Scotland is gaining international recognition 
as the ‘blueprint’ for the development of MaaS 
Networks 

•  MaaS Scotland is in discussion with similar 
networks in Canada, Spain, Australia, New Zealand 
and Finland 
–  Looking to establish formal relationships that will facilitate 

collaboration and knowledge sharing 

•  MaaS Alliance joins Global New Mobility Coalition – 
100 institutions; shared, electric and autonomous 
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71 organisations 
from across the 

MaaS supply 
chain 



Thriving ecosystem 

•  MaaS Scotland is now regarded as the largest MaaS network in Europe 

•  Diverse network includes competencies across the MaaS supply chain 

Slide 19 Transport  
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MaaS Scotland Paper 
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Scottish Government Commitment 
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We will also harness innovation within 
our transport systems, through £2 
million support for the 
development of ‘Mobility as a 
Service’ which aims to make smart and 
seamless public and shared transport 
options as desirable as owning our own 
car. 



Challenges to be addressed by MIF 
•  User focused C0-design – How do we do it? (Navigogo) 

•  Complex landscape – many stakeholders and many initiatives/partnerships/hedging of bets! 

•  Open data/API systems  

•  Roles and responsibilities – debated/unknown; public v private? 

•  Strategic framework – bottom up meeting top down approach 

•  Connectivity – digital infrastructure not currently in place  

•  Business models  

•  what is the commercial model? 

•  how do we ensure sustainable models across Scotland? 

•  Bundling of services – how do we do that? New Transport Bill in Scotland 

•  Limited evidence – of true impact on passenger behaviour 
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• The Development of CAV 
in the UK 



CAV in the UK 
•  Transport Scotland to launch CAV Strategy this month. Sets out way forward, interventions and opportunities 

•  Cybersecurity for CAV competition – CPC (2019) 

•  Wavye AI significant private investment, moved to London from Cambridge 

•  Zenzic (was Meridian) launched CAM 2030 Roadmap – www.zenzic.io  

•  Connected Places Catapult developed CAV Skills On-line Training. 
https://academy.theiet.org/training-courses/cav-skills  

•  INRIX developing AV Road Rules v2; a database of rules with open API. avery.ash@inrix.com  

•  Advanced Wireless Technology Group working on standards for connectivity. CAV standards spectrum – cellular v 
wireless plus developing 5G network of networks 

•  Project Endevour – Car Services Group. Open platform for plug-in fleet www.mergegreenwich.com and 
www.projectendevour.uk  

•  VW Golf 8 and ITS-G5 – V2V and V2I directly. European discussion 

•  Companies – OEMs, RDM/Aurrigo, Oxbotica, Five AI, Wayve AI, Fusion Processing, Machines with Vision, Humanising 
Autonomy 

•  Oxbotica and Driven – public demo in London open to the public. Videos online in Stratford 

•  Info from KTN/InnovateUK at  
https://my.sharpcloud.com/html/#/story/49ed62b0-2443-42a3-bcd4-72092aab0729/view/aa98f68e-cdcc-481c-
aebd-041b7469c17c 

•  Mainland Europe – 2getThere, Navya in Estonia, Easymile, OEMs 

•  Keolis and Volvo demonstrate autonomous e-bus in Gothenburg 



Legal Issues in UK 

•  Automated Vehicles: Summary of Preliminary 
Consultation Paper. Law Commission and Scottish Law 
Commission 2019 
–  The user-in-charge 
–  Regulating safety on the roads 
–  Civil liability 
–  Criminal liability 
–  Interfering with automated vehicles 
–  Adapting road rules 

•  https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/automated-vehicles  
•  https://www.scotlawcom.gov.uk/publications  



CAV in Canada 

•  AV Working Group; City of Toronto (since 2015) – across government and 
private sector 

•  Candiac Navya Shuttle Pilot (2018/19); Candiac, Quebec 

•  AVIN Technology Demonstration Zone (2017 - ); Stratford, Ontario – AVIN, 
centres of excellence, Automotive Parts Manufacturers Assoc, other Ontario 
based CAV companies 

•  Uber Self-driving Car Lab; Toronto (2017 - ) 

•  Ottawa L5 (2019 - ) – Billed as Canada’s first L5 testing facility 

•  ELA Pilot Project; Calgary, Edmonton and Beaumont, Alta.; Surrey and 
Vancouver 

•  Olympic Park Automated Shuttle Pilot; Montreal (2018/19) 

•  And more …………. 



• MaaS and CAV working 
together 



Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAV) 
and MaaS 

•  MaaS can start with the private car using CAV 
•  Key element is incorporating a user interface 

•  Can build a MaaS system around the connected car using 
incentivisation to nudge behaviour – get to the same end 
point 

•  Part of global team, led by Cubic Transportation 
Systems, developing a proposal for Virtual Variable 
Message Signs (VVMS) 

•  ForthCAV Autonomous Bus Project 

•  Hydrogen HGV Project 
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CAV – Virtual VMS 



CAV - Connected Car Hub? 



CAVForth Autonomous Bus Project 

1. Ferrytoll Park and Ride
2. A9000 Forth Road Bridge
3. A9000 Echline Junction
4. A904 Builyeon Road
5. M90 Jct 1A Queensferry
6. M9 Jct 1A Kirkliston
7. M9 Jct 1 Newbridge
8. M8 Jct 2 Claylands
9. M8 Jct 1 Hermiston Gait
10. Edinburgh Park multi-

modal interchange hub

PROJECT CAVFORTH will provide a globally 
significant demonstration of UK autonomous bus 
capability between Fife and Edinburgh, using the 
dedicated Public Transport Corridor across the 
Forth Road Bridge, starting in the summer of 2020.

• meets Scottish Government commitments 
on CAV in the Programme for Government

• 30 month project including 12 month 
service of a fleet of full-size single deck 
buses

• 14 mile route, on public roads, carrying 
fare-paying passengers at speeds of up to 
50 mph

• part-funded by the Centre for Connected 
and Autonomous Vehicles, delivered in 
partnership with Innovate UK

• `

KEY FACTS PROJECT PARTNERS

For more information contact: Andrew.Davidson@transport.gov.scot



• Governance, Government 
and the Private Sector 



Governance, Government and the Private 
Sector 
•  To deliver an integrated seamless mobility there needs to be a partnership – need a range of skills 

and resources 

•  Partnership of public sector agencies and public and private sectors 

•  Develop the appropriate delivery model: 

•  SPT 

•  London/Regional Transport Agencies 

•  Mobility Management companies – MaaS Global 

•  Public Mobility Management Companies/Agencies 

•  Identify the issues and solve them: 

•  Agree common  aims, objectives and outcomes 

•  Risk, reward and responsibilities 

•  Funding 

•  Data sharing 

•  Regulations and Legislation 

•  IP/Risk and profit sharing  



• Future Funding of 
Transportation 



Future Funding of Transportation 

•  Changing to EV/hydrogen fleet means reducing tax 
base from petrol/gas and diesel 

•  Moving to a pay as you go scheme? 
•  Who manages payment? Are we heading to a 

combined energy account? 
•  Urban v rural 
•  Energy network demands – one energy account? 
•  Debate starting in the UK 
•  Impact on transit from EV/CAV 



• Shaping the Future ? 



Many questions to be answered 
•  How can industry and transport providers get involved with MaaS systems? 
•  How can transit operators use MaaS/CAV to retain their market and grow      
new markets? 
•  What is the role of the private sector in MaaS/CAV? 
•  What is the role of the OEMs in MaaS/CAV? 
•  What is the role of Federal, Provincial and local government in MaaS/CAV? 
•  How can we change from an operational, top down, mode-based business 

model to a customer focused, seamless, mode neutral service model? 
•  How can we ensure social equity and environmental sustainability in          
MaaS/CAV? 
•  Does MaaS/CAV work in rural areas and low income areas? 
•  How do we integrate top down strategic city/regional planning with bottom 

up personalised MaaS/CAV systems? 
•  How can we share data and open APIs? 
•  How do we supply the skills and re-train? 
•  How do we ensure security at all levels? 
•  Therefore we need two things: 

–  Partnerships  
–  trials and pilots of scale now! 
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• MaaS/CAV – Making it 
Happen 



MaaS/CAV – Making it happen 
•  Understand the reasons behind the change 

•  Understand the needs of the user – social, economic, environmental 

•  Talk to other people working in these areas – learn, partner and share 

•  Develop open data systems and open APIs 

•  Form partnerships/networks – public, private, federal, international 

•  Take an incremental development approach but know where you are going 

•  Government to show a lead but partnering with industry 

•  Capturing the benefits and positive potential of MaaS/CAV and avoid the negative – 
urban sprawl, more congestion, reducing public transit? 

•  Fund pilot projects to address different social, geographical, economic and 
environmental objectives and secure benefits – “Freedom to Fail” 

•  Develop effective governance and business models 

•  Deliver the regulatory, legislative and commercial requirements needed to deliver 
user-focused, seamless and valued mobility systems 

•  Be determined and committed! Canada is well placed - seize the day! 
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